
Mind Maps
Learn how to create an interesting mind map.



Top Tips
O Single words are unlikely to express an idea adequately. As 

you think though possibilities, it is likely that you will want to 

jot down whole phrases and brainstorm possible ways of 

beginning or approaching a subject. Intentions and 

possibilities should be clear to someone else who reads the 

mind map at a later date.

O Images should be sourced first-hand (i.e. drawn or 

photographed yourself) or clearly referenced, and should be 

integrated within the mind map in a visually pleasing way.

O The appearance of the mind map is crucially important. This is 

likely to be one of the first things an examiner sees when 

opening your sketchbook – first impressions count.



What makes an interesting 
mind map?

O Textures

O Mixed media

O Found objects

O Vibrant colour

O Photography & Text

O Controlled technique and skill

O High quality drawings

O Original ideas



Show high quality drawings

Theme in 

the 

middle 

with lots 

of sub 

themes 

written 

around it



Notice the 
high level of 

detail 
shown in 

the 
face…the 

arrows…the 
background

Theme in 
bold with 

sub themes 
explored 

also

Use of mixed media



Using Found Objects





Photography & Text is effective

Only use 

your own 

photography 

– do not 

stick down 

images from 

the internet



Overlay words 
digitally around 
a central image

A collage of words or phrases 

could be created using cuttings 

from magazines, or text could be 

overlaid digitally, as in this 

example. Font size has been 

used to create emphasis and 

indicate importance, with text 

carefully angled and positioned 

to create a well-balanced 

composition



Photography 
&  Text

Do you have strong 
photography skills?

Create a mind map upon 
a large-scale photograph 
(your own).

Medium such as Indian 
ink can be used to write 
directly upon a printed 
photograph.



DO NOT stick down images from the 
internet!

This will not 
get you marks! 
Ensure you are 

using your 
strengths to 

show off your 
Fine art skills!



Use of the whole page



High quality painting & key 
words relating to theme shown



Simple, clearly drawn & 
effective



How could this be made more 
interesting?

This will not get you 

marks! Ensure you are 

using your strengths to 

show off your Fine art 

skills!

Ensure you have 

viewed the PowerPoint 

and taken on the Top 

Tips!


